Harcourt Unit 3 – Lesson 15 –
We Were There, Too!

Week of
January 26, 2015

Spelling
Final Schwa +/l/
Pattern
1. formal
2. whistle
3. label
4. puzzle
5. legal
6. angle
7. normal
8. needle
9. angel
10. pupil
11. struggle
12. level
13. local
14. bicycle
15. channel
16. global
17. stumble
18. quarrel
19. article
20. fossil

Vocabulary
1. mimic
2. mocking
3. efficient
4. personally
5. lacked
6. rural
7. tedious
8. organize
9. summons
10. peal

Grammar Skill
Transitions

Vocabulary
Strategy
Prefixes
in-, im, il, ir

Comprehension Skills
Compare and Contrast Actions
Comprehension Strategy
Monitor/Clarify

January 29, 2015
End of Story Assessment

January 30, 2015
- Spelling Assessment